California Ferret Enthusiasts Launch
Crowdfunding Campaign for Ballot
Initiative on National Ferret Day
LA MESA, Calif., April 1, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tired of working and
waiting for ferret legalization, which never comes despite thirty years of
efforts – Legalize Ferrets (LegalizeFerrets.org) is planning a ballot
initiative to free our domestic ferrets from unnecessary and unfair
regulation.
April 2 is National Ferret Day in the USA and California ferret lovers are
using the occasion to launch a crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo at
http://igg.me/at/CLIFF/x/292522.
The goal is to raise $100,000 to pay petitioners to help get the California
Legalization Initiative for Ferrets (CLIFF) on the ballot.
Ferrets are legal in 48 states. Only Hawaii and California, along with some
cities, most notably New York City continues to ban the pets.
“Reasons for banning ferrets are nonsense and don’t hold up under scrutiny.
An Environmental Report commissioned by LegalizeFerrets.org shows that
concerns about ferrets going feral, attacking wildlife or children or any
damage to the environment are unfounded,” says Pat Wright of Legalize
Ferrets. “But the report has never been read by the California Fish and Game
Commission – although they rejected it as incomplete. A Public Records
Request Act showed that no one at the Commission or Fish and Wildlife Dept.
had read the document.”

Appeals to regulators and legislators have fallen on deaf ears once again,
and 2015 will not see any bill to legalize ferrets in the Golden State.
But new rules on the initiative process in California open up the
possibilities. Fewer signatures are required and once we reach 25 percent of
the required, we get in front of the California legislature.
“California ferret lovers believe we can also do a massive volunteer effort
to collect signatures,” adds Wright. “But no all-volunteer effort has ever
gotten an initiative on the California ballot. We want to pay petitioners
$100,000 to get us a quarter of the way there – and at least get us in front
of the legislators.”
Learn more about the organization at: http://legalizeferrets.org/.
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